Lucas North and
Callum Littlemore
for
Co-Events Officers
We’re standing to be your next Young Liberals events officers because we believe
we can deliver bigger, better, and more accessible events. Bringing combined
experience of more than a decade of event planning, we want to draw on our
experience and networks to deliver the best experience possible for you.

Who we are
Lucas:

- A Big4 Business Consultant and trainee
accountant
- A former software engineer and creator
of an open-source voting platform
- Former Young Greens Events Officer
and Treasurer
- Organised two successful Young Greens
annual Conventions
- Delivered 10 NUS Conferences over 4
years, including hybrid conferences

Callum:

- Currently working for the Federal Party
in the House of Lords
- Former YL Co-Chair
- Outgoing Chair of Welsh Lib Dems
Conference Committee
- Hosted the best attended Welsh
Conferences since 2015
- Brought in over £25,000 while boosting
accessibility
- Organised and ran two online
Conferences during the pandemic

What we’ll do
By announcing Conference dates and locations well in advance, we’ll help you plan
ahead. We’ll confirm the dates and location of Hibernate by the start of December,
and aim to announce details of Activate at the end of Hibernate.
After the success of Manchester, we will continue and build on hybrid conferences
- using technology to integrate the Conference experience and deliver a great
experience for in-person and virtual attendees.
To make sure as many people as possible are able to make use of it, we’ll improve
communications around the access fund.
We’ll deliver more structured socials, ensuring we offer a range of alcoholic, nonalcoholic, and under-18 specific events.
By formalising the YL awards and making these a core part of the conference
experience, we’ll help recognise and award the people who go above and beyond.
To make information easier to find, we’ll consolidate conference information into
one place. As part of this, we’ll move away from Google Docs where possible and
offer fully formatted documents like other Party conferences do.
So that you can get to know other Young Liberals outside of business sessions, we’ll
have more networking opportunities and breaks outside of conference hall.
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